Interagency Training Nomination
Nominations Due by March 3, 2008
Submit nominations to Casey McCoy, Nebraska Forest Service
Registration $20 per student payable by cash, check, money order
in advance or at check in, payable to Nebraska Forest Service.
Course Name(s): ____________________________
It is acceptable to list multiple classes on this form as long as
the classes do not overlap.
Nominees Name: ____________________________
Date Submitted: ____________________________
Email Address (if avail.): ______________________
Agency/Fire Dept.: __________________________
Address: ___________________________________
____________________________________________
Telephone No.(s): ____________________________
List training completed pertinent to the course(s)
being taken: ________________________________
____________________________________________
Nominee’s Signature: I will notify the course coordinator if I
am unable to attend.
Supervisor’s Signature: I certify the nominee meets the
prerequisites, or if not I will put the reasons for attending the
course in remarks.
Remarks: ___________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
S-130/190 Basic Firefighting & Wildfire Behavior
36 hours
This course provides instruction in the primary factors affecting the start and spread of wildfire and recognition of potentially hazardous situations. It is designed to meet the fire behavior training needs of a firefighter type 2 (FFT2) on an incident as outlined in the PMS 310-1, Wildland Fire Qualification System Guide. A version of L-180, Human Factors on the Fireline, has been included as part of this course. There are no prerequisites for this course.

S-131 Advanced Firefighter Training
8 hours
This new course is an eight-hour course designed to meet the training needs of the Firefighter Type 1 (advanced firefighter/squad boss). The course is designed to be interactive in nature. It contains several tactical decision games designed to facilitate learning the objectives and class discussion. Topics include: fireline reference materials, communications, and tactical decision making. Prerequisite: S130/S190

S-231 Engine Boss
12-16 hours
This is a skill course designed to produce student proficiency in the performance of the duties associated with engine boss, single resource (ENGB). Topics include: engine and crew capabilities and limitations, information sources, fire size-up considerations, tactics, and wildland/urban interface. Prerequisites include FFT1 (quals) and S-230.

S-290 Intermediate Wildland Fire Behavior
32 hours
This classroom-based course is designed to prepare the prospective fireline supervisor to undertake safe and effective fire management operations. It is the second course in a series that collectively serves to develop fire behavior prediction knowledge and skills. Prerequisite: S130/S190.

Tactical Decision Games/Sand Table Exercises (TDGS/STEX)
On Saturday evenings, students will have an opportunity to participate in informal training. Tactical decision games provide firefighters an opportunity to practice intuitive decision making and communicating decisions to others through the use of sand table scenarios. Registration not required.

Annual Red Card Refresher Training
Also on Saturday evenings, students may choose to attend annual training required to renew their red card for the 2008 fire season. Current issues will be discussed with emphasis on safety and LCES. Participants will be required to successfully deploy a fire shelter. Registration not required.